


INTRODUCTION
Tora Inu is the governance token behind the ToraVerse plat-
form. $TORA is a meme rewards token at its core �aunting 
tokenomics that create a supply and demand squeeze. The 
token has both a burn out of circulation mechanism as well 

as rewards redistribution to holders.

Launching in November 2022, Tora Inu is a cryptocurrency 
that has P2E utility as well as a future metaverse integration 

whereby users can battle their Tora Inu NFT’s for a chance 
to earn more $TORA. It is a pure p2e where you stake 
tokens for a chance to battle and is skill based as well. 

Your Tora Inu will grow with you, as it becomes stronger 
over time it can grant you more rewards. You get to feed it, 
take it to the gym, or even a walk to bu� it up. Welcome to 

the next 100x meme token and the leader of the 2023 cryp-
tocurrency bull run to come.
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Tora Inu is the strongest dog token of 2023 with an experi-
enced KYC’d development team. We have our contracts 
audited by Solidproof to ensure the communities safety 
and the skill set to be globally recognized as a leader.
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The rewards and burn tokenomics will create a large 
supply shock allowing investors to bene�t greatly 
from every transaction that goes on the blockchain. 
This means every time there is a buy or sell you bene-
�t from just being a Tora Inu holder.
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Tora Inu will bring NFT’s to the market as part of the P2E 
skill based game. The games will be mini arcade games 
which include puzzles, races, and sport competitions. 
You stake tokens against another player for a chance to 
get a piece of the prize.
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With a fully transparent roadmap we have a cutting 
edge development team and a very organized
 structure. No empty promises such as other projects 
have. We will deliver the roadmap step by step.



TORANOMICs
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1,000,000,000 Total Tokens

3% Buy Tax 3% Sell Tax 
(Burn out of Circulation and Redistribution)

*Presale can end prior to the full 600M tokens being sold



Moon Mission!
Tora Inu team is eager to create a groundbreaking   
project which will become the leader of memecoins in 
2023. We will begin with the beta sale and presale 
phase which has an incremental increase in price as the 
phases get into the later stages. 

The team will roll out a colossal marketing campaign 
being the headline of media globally. 

Tier 1 CEX listings are in our roadmap and we will have 
CEX listings booked prior to launching on Uniswap for 
the initial push.

Make sure to engage with our socials all over social 
media including Twitter, Reddit, Youtube, Telegram and 
Facebook.



Tora Inu P2E
The play to earn will be a very unique one which is skill 
based. This is very rare to see in the market as most p2e 
games are pay to play which means the more you pay to 
bu� your NFT the more you will win. We see this as skewed 
and not really the way games should be.

 Tora Inu will have very small bu�ng abilities for the NFT’s 
with much more focus on a skill based game. Furthermore, 
another unique aspect is the rewards won’t come from the 
liquidity or reserves (only a very small portion) Most of the 
rewards will come directly from other players who must 
stake some Tora Inu (TORA) into a pool for a chance to win it.

Nonetheless, this creates more of a burn and redistribution 
transaction which creates an even more bullish sentiment 
for both holders and gamers.
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